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HEINOLA has invested heavily in lumber handling technology for over 50 years now. 
Development has taken place both through our own resources as well as company 
acquisitions. Pioneering companies has pooled their lumber handling experience in 
the joint HEINOLA product programme. Ongoing development work has resulted 
in effi cient, reliable and scalable lumber handling plant technologies. 

HEINOLA
lumber handling

HEINOLA customer-oriented optimal solutions 
combine a wide product range and expert know-
how. In these state-of-the-art plants, the sawn goods 
are sorted in the green state for drying, in customer 
batches and according to grade. Faulty parts are 
cut off to make green chips, with high accuracy, 
according to instruction from camera devices or 
operators. Infeed at the plants is done by sequenced 
intermediate storage, and is linked to the sawline 
via a storage conveyor with unscrambler, or 
a combination of these. Automatic camera sorting 
has already been introduced in many of our plants.

HEINOLA
green sorting

HEINOLA CHARACTERISTICS

• 180 pcs/min
• 60,000 pcs/shift
• sequenced infeed
• storage conveyor with unscrambler
• automatic camera sorting
• trimming to free lengths
• vertical bins with low drop height
• tray sorter
• 1 operator at the plant
• fl exible layouts
• HEINOLA automation



”WHEN INDUSTRY OPERATORS are looking 
for a supplier that will provide a customer-
oriented solution, whether for an individual 
machine or the entire plant process, they 
choose HEINOLA. We are proud to be 
able to provide this. We believe that 
demand for our expertise will only 
increase as the markets are 
constantly changing.”

JUHA ROPILO
Sales Director
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Effi cient at
all speeds

Accurate with
all cutting lengths

Gentle handling Neat packaging

HEINOLA sticker stacker machines have been one of the 
foundation stones of our success story. Our sticker stacker 
has been refined into its present form after of hundreds 
of orders and adjustments to suit customer requirements. 
The neat kiln stacks are produced with precision, even 
where there is differing width and height. The sticks 
are transferred to the surface of the layer and lowered 
accurately into place. One operator oversees the infeed 
of both the sticks and the sawn goods. An automatic, 
fast and reliable stick feed system is a key factor in the 
efficiency of the sticker stacker.

HEINOLA
sticker stacker

HEINOLA CHARACTERISTICS

• 200 pcs/min
• 60,000 pcs/shift
• 1 operator
• automatic stick feeding
• removal of broken sticks
• addition/removal of sticks
• non-matching pieces have same hard corner 

on layers
• automatic infeed of kiln carriages or carts
• additional hoist
• up to 13 sticks on a layer
• HEINOLA stack register
• HEINOLA automation



HEINOLA dry sorters are reliable and effi ciant tools 
for fi nal sorting and grading. Production needs are 
increasing and changing all the time, and damage to 
dry sawn goods in machines must be minimized. With 
these factors in mind, we have continually developed 
our product range to meet customers’ needs. We have 
been able to introduce several new solutions to the 
markets. The plants that we supply are equipped with 
these features according to their specifi c individual 
needs. Our solutions are equally suitable as elements 
of small sawmills as they are for production plants at 
big sawmills. 

An automatic camera sorting environment can also 
be installed in our plants for the sorting of dry sawn 
goods. Infeed of pieces to the dry sorting plant is done 
effi ciently and without a break when the destacker 
is equipped with an additional hoist. This feeds the 
pieces in while a new full kiln stack is being retrieved. 
When necessary, an infeed area unscrambler is 
utilized if the singulating so requires.

HEINOLA
dry sorting

HEINOLA CHARACTERISTICS

• 180 pcs/min
• 60,000 pcs/shift, 1300 m3/shift
• versatile measuring device applications
• continuous kiln stack change
• adjustable unloading threshold
• continuous infeed without unscrambler
• grade checking/length-sorting function
• automatic camera sorting
• free selection of trimming
• bins with low drop height
• tray sorter
• HEINOLA automation



HEINOLA packaging creates a form and a cover 
for the sorted sales batch, tailor-made of course. 
Our packaging machines stack the layers and ends 
straight, and position the laths, straps, labels and 
protective coverings automatically and individually. 
We have several basic system types, and we modify 
these with functions that meet the particular needs 
of each customer. 

Our machines have a reputation for being reliable 
and efficient. These are machines keep pace with the 
speed of the sorting line and make neat packages for 
sending on to the customers. In the latest solutions, 
the pieces travel as a ‘mat’ straight to the stacker. 
The laths are inserted into the package automatically 
according the package width and the package then 
rises automatically to an ergonomic working height 
for the finishing stage, where the various protective 
covers are put on.

HEINOLA
packaging

HEINOLA CHARACTERISTICS

• 200 pcs/min
• 60,000 pcs/shift, 1300 m3/shift
• stacking speed up to over 20 layers/min
• continuous stacking
• trimming to fi xed lengths also in stacking
• pieces to stacking as ‘mats’ or one by one
• package stacking in inclined position
• instruction data directly from automatic system
• package weighing
• binding, including with corner protectors
• various covering methods
• ergonomic fi nishing station
• automatic marking devices
• HEINOLA automation



HEINOLA automation system has a data processing 
capacity that is also suffi cient for future needs. 
It is made up of standard components which 
are commonly used in industry and have several 
competing suppliers. This means that component 
supplies are ensured far into the future. Additionally, 
the operator communicates with the system in the 
familiar, widely-used Windows® environment. The 
system provides the possibility of remote control 
independent of distance, enabling us in servicing and 
fault situations to change the operating parameters 
or to locate the cause of a fault together with the 
sawmill personnel.

• A single system is quicker to introduce at the mill 
and easier to use than several different systems.

• The maintenance of a single system causes fewer 
stoppages and lower costs.

• The control and monitoring of the process can be 
taken care of centrally.

• Joint remote-computing services save resources.
• All the maintenance and modernization services 

are available from the same supplier.

HEINOLA
automation

HEINOLA CHARACTERISTICS

• Siemens industrial PC
• Windows PC user interfaces
• network solutions
• links to higher level
• Profi net fi eldbus
• part of the HEINOLA Automatic system
• VPN remote access



HEINOLA modernisation projects ensure that 
HEINOLA’s long-life plants will adapt to new 
production needs, even many years from now. 
We listen to our customers’ suggestions and 
continually supply new individual features for our 
plants, also for those that have served a long time 
already. Our track record in supplying hundreds of 
machines and solutions ensures that we have all 
the experience required to make even the smallest 
changes to production plants. Our modernisation 
elements have also enhanced several plants by 
other suppliers.

HEINOLA
modernisations

HEINOLA CHARACTERISTICS
MODERNISATION OFFERS

• stick receiving and storing
• careful infeed by sequenced feeders
• effi cient buffer storages
• by-passing of unscramblers
• various feeding options
• turn wheels for piece fl ow
• quality control devices
• marking devices
• devices for free selection of trimming
• vertical bins
• tray sorter
• automatic stick feeding
• additional hoist
• adjustable laths
• automatic package weighing
• ergonomic wrapping station
• HEINOLA automation
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Heinola Sawmill Machinery Inc. • P.O. Box 24, 18101 Heinola, Finland • Tel. +358 (0)3 848 411 • www.heinolasm.fi

SAWLINES • EDGING • LUMBER HANDLING • 
DRYING KILNS • CHIPPERS • AUTOMATION • HEINOLA CARE

HEINOLA SAWMILL MACHINERY INC. 
has decades of expertise in sawmill process solutions. Our experience

and creative solutions ensure that sawmill customers receive skilled service,
from single machines to complete plants. HEINOLA provides sawmills

with customer-led, reliable and cost-effective solutions. The delivery
programme includes all the main processing requirements, with the necessary

auxiliary equipment, delivered as a total turnkey solution if desired.


